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OVERVIEW, PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
Nursing foresight is the ability to foresee and anticipate what will happen or be needed in the
future in light of emergent health care trends that have consequences for population and
planetary health, as well as the nursing professions purpose, definition, professional scope, and
standards of practice.
The Nursing Foresight Summit brought together leaders of the University of Minnesota School of
Nursing and the Katharine J. Densford International Center for Nursing Leadership with invited
experts and thought leaders to explore the expanded role of the Densford Center in supporting
a community-based model of health transformation through the application of foresight
methods and thinking.
The purpose of the Summit was to create a Nursing Foresight Initiative that activates leadership
capacity, foresight thinking and the wisdom of nurses and other health professionals committed
to innovation and transformation that advances healthy communities and planetary health. Key
objectives for the Summit were as follows: Examine the values, key drivers, and stakeholders
related to a foresight futures initiative to advance health care innovations and learning that
support vibrant healthy communities and sustainable planetary health; establish and affirm a
blueprint, strategies, principles and evaluation criteria that outline a roadmap for a
Nursing Foresight thinking initiative; articulate the synergy of the Nursing
Foresight futures initiative with the School of Nursing innovation
trajectory and the Densford Center.
Leadership at the University of Minnesota School of Nursing and
the Densford Center are committed to innovation and driven to
activate and develop the futures thinking, planning and action skill
sets of nurses and health professionals essential for a 21st century
health care learning system and health transformation.
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ARRIVING

Day One
Welcome &
Agenda Overview

Participant
Introductions

Nursing School and
the Densford
Center Leadership
The Role of Foresight
Futures Thinking:
A Fishbowl Discussion

Social Hour &
Dinner

An invitation extended to attend Nursing Foresight Summit… and we said yes
Yes to learning, innovating, creating new knowledge
We bring our optimism, passion, life experience
as pattern seers, teachers, thought leaders, humans
We think deeply about the world, care about the future,
and we are committed to doing something different
We are all connected – my future is linked to yours
This work is best done together, ah, relationships
Grateful to be convened, to have the conversation
This is the right place for it to happen
Preserving and cultivating the leadership of nursing, creating the future
through renewal
Shifting from Big Data to wisdom, having ah-ha-piphanies
Understanding our past is key to shaping our future
The past, the present, the future are within us now
We have lived and been witness to sickness care, not health care
Holding hope, driven by a passion, grounded by a core value of caring
We, as a global community, are at a critical juncture
Time to transform, transcend, to construct wholeness while
we destruct the brokenness
Hospice parts of our systems that we need to let go and carry forward wisdom
Seek the ancient knowledge of indigenous peoples and wisdom of all communities
The future is already here, just unevenly distributed
The time is right
Let’s experiment, pilot, and make the ideal real
Nursing is the perfect place to start
Nurses see the whole ecosystem, the in between and the next
Sharing LOVITUDE with the universe, having collective impact
We will lean in, sense what is emerging, and co-create
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After introductions, Dean Connie Delaney, and Daniel Pesut provided a warm welcome and shared
the origin vision, and aspirations story for the Summit. Their opening comments affirmed that this was
the place and now is the time for future-thinking leadership. With boldness to live love and gratitude,
the School of Nursing practices participatory decision-making, is not afraid of discomfort, has the
courage to acknowledge short-comings, the boldness to invite possibilities and shares a commitment
to authentic engagement and equity.
What will it look like when the Foresight Initiative is a success? Greater anticipatory leadership,
competitive advantage, increased collaboration, and sharing of wisdom that deepens collective
consciousness. We will listen to the quiet as much as we attend to the words.
Next, Tom Clancy, Albert Linderman, Ruth Lindquist, Jerry Mansfield, Daniel Pesut, Teddie Potter and
Laura Reed were invited by facilitator, Andy Webber, to engage in a fishbowl discussion about the role
of foresight futures thinking. An empty chair was made available to others to join in the conversation.
Dan opened by asking the question,“Am I crazy?” and the insights flowed from there…

• Seeing value in the past, carrying forward the
wisdom, and moving beyond to co-create
• Invite and gather input from the fringes
• Robert Wood Johnson Leadership Fellows the nurse will transform healthcare
• Hindsight, insights, foresight is sense-making
the human condition
• How do we perpetuate the past?
• Future thinking is systems thinking
• Need to re-construct while we destruct,
hospice the old while the future emerges
• Our brokenness is rooted to our culture
• Empathy and risk-taking

• What is the value-add? Who are our
customers? Focus on growth
• Invite students and alumni to explore, “how
can we do this better?”
• Acknowledge depleting resources and
inequity in where resources go
• Who’s at the table? We have lessons to learn
from all communities
• Be grounded in the value of caring while
being inspired by vision
• How do we convince others the future is
worthy of our time and energy?
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Day Two
Day One
Reflections

Purpose and Value of
Nursing Foresight
Initiative

Day Two of the summit kicked off with shared time. Jen Mein read a poem
she wrote reflecting the Day One harvest (see page 3). This wonderful
moment full of joy and gratitude was an energy-filled way to begin a day of
co-creation.
In small groups, we discussed the purpose a Nursing Foresight Initiative
serves. Is there a market for foresight education and training? Why is it
needed? Does foresight literacy and anticipatory leadership matter to your
professional association/organization? How do personal, organizational and
community/society values provide a foundation for transformation, and
making a difference through anticipatory leadership?

PURPOSE
Purpose to Practice

Summary &
Next Steps

Reflections

• Find new ecosystems for the nursing “species” to survive and thrive - to
increase its genetic diversity to better adapt to new opportunity spaces
• Co-create [in interdisciplinary, cross-sector ways] a convergent platform
toward launching UMN School of Nursing as integrative epicenter for
Global/Planetary Nursing as part of Healthy Communities with continual
re-inventing, redefining and enabling health and the profession
• To create and disseminate the essence of nursing through which a
preferred future of health and care emerges to strengthen the community
• Imagine an infinity symbol with uncertainty and certainty, values and
wisdom coming to the center (nursing is the hub); this initiative is a
movement that exists within polarities, building capacity, shining a light on
people and nursing, embracing quantum identities and connectedness
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VALUES & PRINCIPLES
FOR THIS INITIATIVE Remembering - Selfless service - Being your purpose - Compassion Humility - Applying ancient wisdoms in new ways - Cohesion - Service to humanity and societal
contribution - Living laboratory of transcendence - Global sustainability (human rights, long-term
perspective, ecological resilience, peace focus on future generations, global perspectives) - Sky
hooking, pulling us up to be in the blue - Curation, bringing together WHERE NURSING IS
UNIQUE Love - Gratitude - Protection - Holistic -Trustworthy - Wellbeing - Common Good Hope - Faith - Spiritual - Collaboration - See Earth as a living system - Diversity - Individual in
collective - Seeing inherent dignity in every person - Accountable without authority - Curiosity Inclusive community - Universal caring - Illuminating - Openness to managing vulnerability Emerging, walking with - Student/Teacher - Partners IMAGINE US NOT HERE and that will

tell you the values of nurses

ROLES
Service, Education, and Scholarship - Network leader - Living invitation - Goodness of fit Archivist - Connector - Curator - Convener - a Platform for a movement - Holder of space
between knowledge and wisdom - Creator - Member of ecosystems - One who is answering a
call and is mindful of the planet
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PRACTICES
SERVICES/PRODUCTS THIS INITIATIVE COULD OFFER
Annual Co-Creation Summit - Knowledge curation - Futures Assessment to measure individual
and organizational readiness and culture - Master Mind convenings - Incubator space - Build
capacity in dynamic critical thinking and citizen science - Bring nursing lens to other conversations
- Focus on Community of Excellence - Fulfill land-grant mission by being impactful - Digital
habitat to support a Nursing Foresight community of practice - Community Issues Forum Construct viable visions of the future STAKEHOLDERS Faculty who teach relevant content Students who are future thinkers - Consumers who share in sense-making and stories - Nurses
who use their voice - Healthcare professionals who see and name the trends
“A profession in its thinking should be a generation or two ahead of the public. Keeping
abreast of the world situation is not enough. At the same time, its position of leadership
demands the nursing profession take on more and more responsibility for service,
locally, nationally and even internationally. My job as President has permitted me to
travel widely and associate with nurses all over the world. And this broad experience
has borne out my conviction that what anyone of us does anywhere affects all of us
everywhere, in nursing too, there is only one world.”
Katharine J. Densford Address to the President
American Nurses Association, 36th annual convention in Chicago, Illinois
May 31, 1948
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DEPARTING
We bow to this space and this time together with deep gratitude
What a gift to be with wise ones transcending healthcare
To experience the richness of our conversation was a blessing
Holding great respect for everyone here and the ideas shared
Our collective wisdom shone forth and was life-giving
Remembering this work is not transactional, it is relational
Affirming to know this way of being is not just for idealist students
The future happens at the intersection of knowledge and service
If you have the knowledge, you can provide the service
We will reflect on what we know and be comfortable in deep water
We will come out of the water knowing more
There is a larger purpose for healthcare and it was heard here
Re-entering the world with creativity (ideas)
and innovation (actions)
Feeling inspired and willing to hold a
grandiose vision
Guiding our skyhook with coordinates of
longitude, latitude, and lovitude
Carrying the wholeness and soulfulness of the
School of Nursing
Celebrating the sacredness of this earth, the flow of the Mississippi
As the sun sets, we reflect and express gratitude for the day and all
the bits filled with mystery
With a sense of urgency, the planet is begging us to find our true north
With humbleness, we open the door and steward an emergent future
together

NURSING
FORESIGHT
SUMMIT
HOSTING TEAM

Andrew Webber
Summit Facilitator
Senior Advisor, Discern Health Consulting Firm
Baltimore, MD

Jen Mein
Summit Harvester
Innovation Manager, Future Services Institute
Humphrey School of Public Affairs, University of Minnesota
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NURSING FORESIGHT SUMMIT ATTENDEES
Connie Delaney

Daniel Pesut

Ron Amodeo

Summit Co-Sponsor

Summit Co-Sponsor

Chief Innovation & Growth Officer

Dean & Professor

Professor & Director, Densford Center

Regional Health

School of Nursing, University of

School of Nursing, University of

Rapid City, SD

Minnesota

Minnesota

Felix Ankel

Christine Bent

Michael Bird

Vice President & Executive Director

Bent Executive Vice President of Allina

National Consultant to AARP on Native

HealthPartners Institute Office of Health

Health Group,

American/Alaska Native Communities

Professional Education Health Partners

Allina Health System, Inc.

Albuquerque, NM

Minneapolis, MN

Minneapolis, MN

Tom Clancy

Tom Fisher

Jordan Kleist

Associate Dean for Faculty Practice,

Professor & Director of the Minnesota

Student, College of Science &

Partnerships & Professional

Design Center & Dayton Hudson Chair

Engineering
University of Minnesota

Development

in Urban Design

School of Nursing, University of

School of Architecture

Minnesota

College of Design, University of
Minnesota

Albert Linderman

Ruth Lindquist

Jerry Mansfield

Sagis Corporation Anthropologist

Professor

President, RWJ Nurse Executive

Rapid City, SD

School of Nursing, University of

Fellows Alumni Association

Minnesota

Executive Chief Nursing Officer & Chief
Patient Experience Officer, Medical
University of South Carolina
Charleston, SC

Frank Maletz

Michelle Noltimier

Rick Norling

Orthopedic Surgeon, Healthspital

Director for PA/NP Graduate Education

Senior Fellow, Institute for Healthcare

Foundation, LLC East Lyme, CT

HealthPartners Institute

Improvement RNterprises, LLC Rancho

Office of Health Professional Education

Santa Fe, CA

Minneapolis, MN
Judy Pechacek

Teddie Potter

Anne Pryor

Clinical Associate Professor & Director

Clinical Associate Professor, Specialty

Meaningful Connector, Top LinkedIn

of Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP)

Coordinator Doctor of Nursing (DNP)

Coach & Trainer, Certified Online Brand

Program

Practice in Health Innovation &

Strategist, Meaningful Connections

School of Nursing, University of

Leadership School of Nursing,

Minnetonka, MN

Minnesota

University of Minnesota

Jess Roberts

Rick Smyre

Tryggvi Thayer

Affiliate Researcher

President, Center for the Communities

Project Manager, School of Education

College of Design & Public Health

of the Future Gastonia, NC

University of Iceland Reykjavik, IS

University of Minnesota
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